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L I O N

CHAPTER 8
We Are Human

What if Life Mastery is the Core of Human Existence? 
Could i t  Real ly Be the Source o f  a l l  Our Joy?



"Whenever thought is present in the mind, so too are 
the creative forces of the human psyche; You don't have 

a choice, you're perpetually creating. " 
-Lion

THE PERSISTENCE 
OF THOUGHT

Chapte r  8



I think, therefore I am. I choose, therefore I am. I create,

therefore I am. There is simply no other way. Thought

seems to have a nonlocal connection to our minds. It comes

from within and from without. It streams in uncontrollably,

like water over the Earth—Its flow is continuous.  

Sometimes I receive thought and think, “What in the world?”

This nonlocal flow of thought comes in and then it is our job

to do quality inspection. Choose. Do I entertain this

thought? Is it my true desire? Or do I disregard this

thought? Perhaps, I can use this thought to refine my

thinking more. I must choose and I do so unconsciously.

Accept the thought directly, disregard immediately, or refine,

change it—investigate. Once the choice is made, once we

have deemed our thoughts, we have begun creating. This is

inevitable and cannot be escaped. We act on the thoughts

we accept based on what we perceive them to be. And

whatsoever we deem our thoughts we can conclude that

this is what we believe, whether it is true or not our

subconscious will become lawyer in the court of conscious

thought and defend our stance. It does not matter how

much refinement went into our perceptions—once we deem

it, we believe it. Belief is equal to “be life.” We must become

what we believe, perhaps this is a natural law.  

A n d  E m p o w e r
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Can we then conclude that what we deem thought opens

and/or closes the doors of possibility? Indeed, if all of

humanity deems the Earth flat, who then would see the

possibility beyond the conclusion? Only he, who

investigates these thoughts further before deeming his

perception will see the unfathomable degree of true

possibility. We can reach no sound conclusion without an

intense and thorough investigation. Why then do we

continue to create dogmas and opinions without this

refinement? Why do we close the doors of possibility? My

observation is a good majority of people have no clue as to

how their own minds function. This is dangerous and

destructive! According to Napoleon Hill, “Persistence is an

essential factor in the procedure of transmuting [changing]

desire into its monetary equivalent.” If persistence is an

essential factor of creation and our thoughts are ever-

persistent, well then, whatsoever thoughts we persistently

entertain are of course what are deemed the equivalent of

our desire! In other words, our thoughts and beliefs are

changed into the language of desire, whether we truly

desire them or not. The natural laws governing thought

processing conclude that these thoughts that receive our

attention are desirable to us. Thus, creating our thoughts is

inevitable. It must happen and it does. Everyday. Our

thoughts and actions ripple through the world, perhaps

through the universe. 



Your thoughts from within become others’ thoughts from

without and vice versa. Since thought produces actions—

Indeed, your own thinking affects quite everyone on the

Earth. Therefore, one person can leave the world a much

different place than when he entered it.  

My dearest reader, I here and now take full responsibility for

the state of the world. For it is I, who has entertained to a

sickening degree, thoughts of lust, depression, anger, wrath,

violence, and aggression. Years passed by as I consistently

refined these thoughts to the faculty of my imagination.

Indeed, I have therefore acted upon them. Indeed, I have

passed my pain to others and slept with more women than

the fingers on my hands. I have indeed drawn blood from

my enemies and waged war upon my neighbor. I do know

that these desires of mine have afflicted a multitude of

people, far more than I can imagine. However, I have

reflected on my thoughts to a great degree. I resolved

unconsciously to correct my faulty thinking as a young child

and I here and now promise to render such action. It is not

sadness, anger, depression, wrath, pain and war which I

truly desire but, happiness, joy, excitement, awe, love,

laughter and peace! I must learn to give my attention over to

what I truly desire regardless of the circumstances. My

dearest reader, my love, if you are reading this, I am at least

making progress in becoming successful.



I was born in a small town with roughly six thousand

people. Eight miles from me is one of the most dangerous

places in the world, infamous for meth use. My parents

were not wealthy and did not graduate high school. My

graduating class had only 300 students in it. Nothing great

has ever been expected from people in my position. If I can

do it, there is absolutely no doubt in my mind—you can too.

To the mistakes that I have made and will continue to

make, “Every failure brings with it the seed of equal or

greater value.” Napoleon Hill. 

The Natural Laws of the Human Psyche 

If a human being is conscious, then he is aware, in his

awareness he is able to think. In his ability to think, he is

ever convicted by law to do so. 

If a human has the ability to think he must adopt a way of

thinking, if not consciously, the body will program itself to

do so by way of subconscious autonomy.  

If a human being is conscious he is required by natural law

to form ideas and plans in the mind. 

If these laws are not treated consciously and directed to

your true desires, the body will automatically seek and fulfill

goals any way deemed fulfilling to the needs of the human. 

Whatsoever a man believeth, that, he shall also conceive. 

Education Must Submit to the Natural Laws of the Human

Psyche which; 

Shapes conscious and unconscious intention. 

Shapes functions of thinking and willing, thus determining

all behavior.



Shapes the foundation of experience and the ability to take

action. 

Shapes reasoning and sanity. 

Shapes perceptions, desires and intelligence.  



TAKING
ACTION

I know the fire is in you too, doesn't this

feel great?

Well done!



•  T H I S  H A S  B E E N  A   •

E D U C A T I O N A L  R E S E A R C H  P R O D U C T I O N

All methods herein are experimental, results may vary. 

David Lion 
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Thoughts. Seeds. Blue. Beads.  

Thoughts. Aloof. Blue. Tooth.  

Constant. Flow. Mind. Control.  

Destiny. Remoteness. Perspective.

Resistance. Mentality. Lifeless. 

Persistence. Quickness.  

Understanding. Action. Planning.  

Fitness. Side-effects. Success.  

Thoughts. Flow. Mind. Control.


